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Time does not stand still. Hockey
players make increasingly more
demands on a field. That is why
Happy Feet is continuously
searching for the ideal solution for
each level of hockey play. This has
resulted in our sand dressed
practice fields.
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A relatively inexpensive solution that
makes it possible for every team to play
on an artificial field. Moreover, the
water field was developed for the
first-class hockey segment. Besides the
choice of what type of artificial grass,
there is also responsibility for the
financial management. Based on our
knowledge of foundations, we have
succeeded in devising several forms of
construction that make no concessions
to the playing characteristics and quality
of the artificial turf.
• Sand-filled fields
Most fields have a sand-filled artificial turf.
A high-quality grass on a foundation in
which special shock-absorbing materials
ensure good playing characteristics. A pile
length of 23mm is well above the standard
and guarantees maximum durability.It is
constructed on a sport-related layer that is
free of patents. This means that when
replacing the turf in 10 to 15 years time,
renewal is not hindered by claims from
other companies: the owner should then
also be free to choose.

• Water fields
An Olympic Champion on a water
field. Perfect playing characteristics
due to a foundation that is provided
with a socalled e-layer. It is a very
dense artificial turf made from
high-quality slightly curled polyethylene fibres, which are also UV
resistant. Sprinkling with water
affects the behaviour of the ball
positively and play is possible in all
conditions. Experience hockey on a
fast and level field. That is possible
not only for top players but also for
amateurs. Happy Feet advises clubs
and schools on their choice of the best
construction and the appropriate
operating costs. To keep our advice in
tune with developments in sports
floors, we utilise the experience of top
hockey players. A constructive
method allowing the players to
determine their ideal sports floor.

• Semi-water fields
Play top-class hockey on polyethylene
artificial grass. The dense, shorter and
slightly curled fibres, in combination with
a thinly-dispersed layer of sand, creates a
fast and very level field. Polyethylene has
ideal playing characteristics for the hockey
player and, due to the optional sprinkler
system, a field is created that approaches a
water field. As an extra benefit, the
construction costs are considerably lower
than those of a water field, due to the
sophisticated “soft” foundation.

State of the art: HF hockey
Happy Feet hockey fields meets the
demands of the hockey player and the
standards of the fih easily.
henk@happyfeetsports.nl
t +31 6 48063361
www.happyfeetsports.nl
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